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EDITORIAL
Dear readers,
Berlin‘s public transport has long rep-

controlled in real-time, determin-

resented a significant part of the city’s

ing which vehicles are parked where

quality of life. In 2017, for example,

and for which routes they are used.

around 1000 million passengers used

The powerful PSI optimisation en-

the services of Berliner Verkehrsbe-

gine Qualicision automatically plans

triebe (BVG). We are therefore proud

routes and services in real-time so

to count the BVG, beginning in 2018,

that all vehicles are utilised to the

as one of our clients. With the con-

fullest and employees are optimally

tract to deliver the new, standardised

deployed.

control system, PSItraffic will control
the largest contiguous subway net-

future rail operations. Learn more

In September, everything at the

work in Germany and optimise the

about this in our cover story.

InnoTrans in Berlin will revolve
around tomorrow‘s mobility trends.

availability of around 1200 vehicles.
A great task that we look forward to

Since the management and optimi-

3000 exhibitors from 60 countries

with pleasure and commitment.

sation of personnel and vehicle re-

will present their traffic technology

sources is assumed by our custom-

innovations at the fully booked trade

It cannot be overlooked that through-

ers, it was a logical step for us to

fair grounds. Of course, we will also

out Europe, local and long-distance

join ranks with the company Moveo.

be there – with solutions based on PSI

passenger numbers are increasing,

Read about this in our article on

traffic and Moveo Profahr.

stretching infrastructure to its limits.

page 12.

Come by – we’re there for you!

Railway operators have long known
that only simultaneous, continuing

The idea of Industry 4.0 has also long

process digitisation and automation

since arrived at vehicle depots. We

can ensure lasting competitiveness.

will demonstrate this to you in our

Thanks to continuous development,

articles on charging management for

our PSItraffic train management sys-

electric buses and the Hagen tram

tem now has enormous flexibility and

project. While the assembly line will

Torsten Vogel

the ability to adapt to changing re-

soon be obsolete in the factory of the

General Manager

quirements – a solid foundation for

future, depots have already long been

PSI Transcom GmbH
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Modern technology ensures safe and reliable train management

A solid foundation for future railway operations
Rail transport companies today face enormous challenges: growing
passenger volumes, increasing demands for safety while maintaining
on-time performance, and a need for modern technical systems and
real-time information – and all of this in the face of a growing shortage of skilled workers. In this context, the importance of continuing to automate train routing and dispatching often remains hidden,
at least from passengers. But the fact is: There is lack of staff and a
shortage of expertise, for example, among those moving to transport
as a new career. This comes on top of the increasing complexity of
planning systems. These issues can be overcome first and foremost
by further automating operational processes. The train management
system based on the PSItraffic platform aims to relieve exactly these
concerns and to meaningfully support companies in creating a solid
foundation for the future.

T

relay systems. And even at that time,
those responsible were mainly concerned with easing the burden on
railway workers.
Today, electronic signal boxes can be
found in many places. Remote control systems for train routing are increasingly being used for additional
support, enabling further centralisation of the train routing system.
However, this still requires requesting individual routes per train – an
enormous challenge for dispatchers –
not only in exceptional and danger-

sys-

A look at the development of train

ous situations.

tems should provide relia-

management systems shows that the

This is exactly where the PSI

rain

management

ble, trouble-free and effici-

necessity and advantages of (par-

Transcom system comes into play:

ent train operations. They guarantee

tially) automating train manage-

additional automation of the train

on-time trains, reliable connections,

ment in rail traffic were recognised

routing system aims specifically to

and fast and reliable passenger infor-

early on. Formerly mechanical signal

support the dispatcher and to create

mation. It is clear that this demands a

boxes were relatively quickly replaced

the basis for further optimisation of

high degree of automation.

by electromechanical, and later, by

operational processes.
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Obvious advantages

in coping with disruptions through

ment system has always been based

The goals of introducing a modern

a so-called suggestion system – an

on the search for optimised solutions

control technology that serves the

enormous help that first and fore-

for control systems. This results in a

central control and monitoring of

most also means significantly in-

top-down view of projects, leading

rail traffic are apparent. Optimised

creased safety in hazardous or excep-

to a greater degree of customer ori-

planning utilising a complete over-

tional situations.

entation. The central focus is con-

view of the operational situation is

sidering the unique requirements of

of trains that are on-time, to offer

PSItraffic/TMS combines standards and maximum flexibility

assuming a preconceived product

better information to passengers in

The solutions from PSI Transcom oc-

landscape.

real-time, and above all to allow dis-

cupy a unique position in the market.

patchers to concentrate on solving

While most train management sys-

The PSItraffic platform also ensures

irregularities, since routine tasks are

tem suppliers have their origin in the

a unique level of consistency and a

performed automatically by the sys-

manufacture or operation of switch-

high degree of solution flexibility.

tem. Employees also receive support

ing technology, PSI‘s train manage-

The exceptional benefit: Thanks to

designed to increase the percentage

individual transport companies, not

OVERVIEW OF PSI SYSTEM MODULES
++ Tracking
PSItraffic determines a logical position based on information from the infrastructure, for example from track sections or
switch positions. In systems that simultaneously transmit a GPS position via digital train radio, this information is combined and evaluated in terms of both time and quality. This allows the calculated position to be displayed much more precisely. The collected data forms the basis for calculating forecasts, as well as conflict detection and resolution.
++ Train routing
The train routing system implements the current dynamic schedule by requesting the corresponding routes for the planned
journeys in a timely manner. The system determines which routes are requested when, and whether this results in conflicts.
++ Forecast
The forecasting module calculates the schedule from the schedule data and the locations determined by the tracking module. From this, it calculates the arrivals at the following stations. If journeys have already been linked to routes in the schedule, the forecast also includes subsequent trips. Parameters such as turnaround times and rest periods are included in the
forecast calculation.
++ Conflict detection
The goal of conflict detection is to detect conflicts at track crossings or on single tracks based on the route, schedule data,
and forecasts, and to visualise this for the dispatcher. It then determines the operational solution, for example, a train cancellation, a train change, or the use of additional trains.
++ Conflict resolution
Various graphical views are available to the dispatcher to visually represent train movements, for example, time-distance
diagrams, schematic network plans, GIS, tabular, or node representations. Optional measures include the advantages and
disadvantages of journeys, automatic control of passenger information and online interfaces, the use of additional trains,
station cancellations, request stop control, route interruptions and securing connections.

2018
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in the network and energy supply

adaptable. At the same time, the

Stages of development:
Focus on energy management

modules are comprised of several

Energy-optimised driving continues

poral load peaks, leading to addi-

standard components – similar to a

to move to the fore in times of scarce

tional cost savings. Such solutions

Lego™ building block set.

and expensive energy resources. The

will be available from the PSI Group

the system’s modularity, it is highly

points, can minimise local and tem-

aim here is to avoid unnecessary con-

on the same technological basis, thus

Component overview

sumption peaks caused by accelera-

ensuring a high degree of system in-

The system continuously identi-

tion or braking. For example: If a sta-

tegration.

fies all required data and presents it

tion or track needed by the following

clearly to the employees at the head-

train is occupied, the high-level view

Summary

quarters. This includes the current

of the train routing system can cal-

The PSItraffic/TMS train rout-

operational status, vehicle locations,

culate the optimum speed, includ-

ing system offers transport compa-

disruptions and irregularities or po-

ing the possible arrival at the sta-

nies everything they need for safe and

tential conflicts. Dispatchers in the

tion. The technical foundations for

reliable train management: Data on

control centre are therefore also able

this are already in place today. PSI

the current opera-tional status, in-

to provide information on all oper-

Transcom is currently developing a

formation, and decision-making aids

ational events directly to the cus-

prototype that will soon begin op-

in conflict situations. Together, this

tomer.

eration.

provides all of the information required for quality passenger informa-

The basic components of the train
management system PSItraffic/TMS

Optimised energy management also

tion. The modern technological basis

include modules for tracking, train

includes considerations for integrat-

also meets all of the requirements for

routing, forecasting and conflict

ing train dispatching, automatic

security, flexibility, openness and fu-

management. Additional modules

operations, and smart grids, which

ture viability.

are available for communication, pas-

should lead to improved system sta-

senger information, ensuring con-

bility. This integration, together

nections, quality management and

with the appropriate management of

infrastructure management.

the acceleration curves of each train

The system continually determines all necessary data and presents it clearly.
2018

PSI Transcom GmbH
Mario Schröer
Division Manager Train Management
mschroeer@psi.de
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News: PSI delivers Train Scheduling System to Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe (BVG)

PSItraffic centrally controls largest contiguous
German public transport network
Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe (BVG) AöR has commissioned PSI subsidiary PSI Transcom GmbH to implement
the PSItraffic operations control system for subway operations. The system will control and monitor the largest contiguous public transport network of this kind in Germany on nine lines from one central control center.
In addition, PSI supplies a component for the management of the approximately 1200 vehicles.

The Berlin subway forms the backbone of public transport in Berlin.

PSItraffic offers comprehensive func-

identification, digital radio, timeta-

of 146 kilometers and connects 173

tionalities for the complex require-

ble planning, passenger information

stations.

ments of daily subway operation and,

and other systems for data supply and

On the basis of its own software

in the future will ensure reliable and

data acceptance.

products, PSI Group develops and

optimised operation control with

With the vehicle management from

integrates complete solutions for en-

the main components train schedul-

PSI, BVG will be more closely in-

ergy management (energy networks,

ing, automatic train steering, sched-

terconnecting its processes between

energy trading), production manage-

ule management, train monitoring

passenger operations and garages,

ment (mining, metals, automotive,

and vehicle management. The spe-

harmonising processes and optimis-

mechanical engineering, logistics)

cific processes of the Berlin subway

ing vehicle availability.

and infrastructure management for

are mapped in the flexibly configur-

In 2017, Germany‘s largest public

transport and safety. PSI was founded

able PSItraffic system with a modern

transport company BVG, counted a

in 1969 and employs more than 1650

graphical disposition interface.

total of 1064 million passenger jour-

people worldwide.

The contract also includes the de-

neys by bus, subway and tram. The

livery of numerous interfaces to ex-

backbone forms the subway with 563

isting systems of the BVG such as

million passenger journeys. The total

interlocking remote control, vehicle

of nine subway lines reaches a length

PSI Transcom GmbH
Holger Troll
Project Manager
htroll@psi.de
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News: Major update to the PSI DMS and integration of the tram sector at the Mülheim location

Ruhrbahn continues to rely on PSItraffic/DMS

W

ith the implementation

pany in the Ruhr area, the Ruhr Rail-

tion with the vision of soon integrat-

of the depot manage-

way ensures the mobility of 142 mil-

ing the trams into the DMS as well.

ment system PSItraffic

lion passengers a year with 244 buses,

An integrated system with end-to-

at the end of the nineties, the Ess-

166 trams, three subway lines, and

end processes across bus and tram is

ener Verkehrs-AG (EVAG) suc-

ten tram lines.

designed to optimise processes and

ceeded in making the operational

PSI is currently expanding PSItraffic

increase their efficiency.

processes in its two bus depots even

to include buses at the Mülheim loca-

more efficient. The system was thor-

Of particular interest here: Ruhr-

oughly overhauled in 2011. After an-

bahn employees will carry out the

other update in 2016, which enabled

system con-figuration and commis-

EVAG to automatically assign buses

sioning of the location themselves. A

to routes and to locate the vehicles

challenge for the Ruhrbahn employ-

at the entrance, in late 2017, PSI re-

ees and at the same time new terri-

ceived the order to further expand

tory for PSI. A business model with

the system.

a future?

In the meantime, the merger of

PSI Transcom GmbH
Detlef Lorenz
Project Manager
dlorenz@psi.de

EVAG with Mülheimer Verkehrsgesellschaft had created the Ruhrbahn
GmbH. As the largest transport com-

Tram depot Mülheim.

News: Banedanmark relies on railway electricity control system from PSI

Control of railway electricity network
PSI Software AG supplies the Danish rail infrastructure company
Banedanmark, Copenhagen, with the new railway electricity control
system based on the PSIcontrol network control system. In the future,
this system will be used to visualize, monitor and control the Danish
railway network nationwide.

W

added to the system and put into operation by 2029.
The railway electricity control systems based on PSIcontrol not only
perform network control tasks, but
also meet additional railway-specific

ith a large number of in-

in Sweden.

requirements. Many of these solutions

terfaces for connecting

The use of the modern railway elec-

are already being used successfully by

additional systems, the

tricity control system from PSI makes

leading European railway network op-

new railway electricity control system

a significant contribution to the reli-

erators. PSIcontrol also complies with

at Banedanmark will replace the pre-

able operation of the Danish traction

all IT security standards in accordance

vious control systems for the city trains

power network. For optimum customer

with the guidelines of the BDEW white

and long-distance rail network. One of

service in Denmark, PSI has set up its

paper and the ISO 27001 standard.

the most important interfaces is the

own site in Roskilde.

data exchange with the already ex-

The implementation of the project

isting PSI railway electricity control

should be completed by mid-2019. As

system at Trafikverket, the responsi-

part of Banedanmark‘s electrification

ble authority for rail and road traffic

program, additional rail lines will be

2018

PSI Software AG
Thomas Böhmer
Project Manager
tboehmer@psi.de
www.psienergy.de
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News: Expanding the range of services by adding software for personnel planning

PSI Transcom and Moveo Software GmbH united
under one roof
At the end of July, PSI Transcom GmbH finished acquiring the
shares of Moveo Software GmbH in Potsdam. With this step, PSI
strengthens its market position and significantly expands its product
range. This provides transport companies with the software for staff
scheduling, customer administration and accounting, as well as the
software for controlling operations and passenger information from
a single point.

M

After changing its name and dissolving a partner contract, beginning in
the year 2000, it was possible to develop the dispatching system into a
market-dominating product and to
offer transport companies an attractive alternative to the only existing
system at that time.

oveo was founded in Octo-

Core product Profahr

ber 1990 and was, among

The Profahr program system, which

other things, IBM‘s first

provides efficient personnel schedul-

Moveo has a growing
customer base

business partner in the new German

ing, developed from the various busi-

Moveo was able to win numerous ten-

States. In addition to the develop-

ness units as a core product towards

ders, and its software came to be used

ment of individual solutions for trans-

the end of the 1990s. In 1996, the first

by many transport companies, includ-

port companies, Moveo was also active

dispatching systems were installed, al-

ing: the municipal utilities of Mu-

in the development, distribution and

most all of which are still in produc-

nich and Nuremberg, the Hamburger

support of commercial billing systems.

tive operation.

Hochbahn elevated rail, the motor vehicle service of the Austrian Federal Railway,
and later, the postal bus
of the ÖBB.
Together
BT

Berlin

with

the

Transport

GmbH, founded at the
end of 1999, the „Virtual
Depot“ concept was developed. Its key elements
– mobile service entry
notification and operational information and
communication between
the transport service and
headquarters – are now
standard solutions in
many companies. Moveo‘s optimisation solutions for creating duty
rosters, considering the
wishes of specific employees, and taking anMoveo offers with Moveo Profahr modules for personnel planning, scheduling and billing.

nual holiday plans into
2018
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account, have achieved strong accept-

nuses based on the working condi-

net access, modules are available for

ance by the transport service staff.

tions, are determined automatically

contractor billing, special transports,

In total, Profahr solutions are in use

by the system and transmitted to the

school transport and subscriptions,

in approx. 80 transport companies in

relevant payroll system. The Moveo

among others. Moveo‘s dispatching

municipal and regional transport, as

system is able to plan the deployment

system is used in numerous compa-

well as in railway operations in Ger-

of employees in companies with var-

nies to supply data to operations con-

many, Austria and Switzerland.

iable working hours, to react to op-

trol systems or depot management.

erational changes, and to support

Moveo is a financially successful

Powerful software core

employee payroll accounting. This

company with very good references

The core application is OPD Per-

means that it can also be used in

in the DACH region. The acquisition

sonaldisposition (personnel dispatch-

other industries and areas such as

of the shares by PSI Transcom took

ing). It imports data from scheduling

utilities, public swimming pools, se-

place in connection with the retire-

and duty roster systems, creates duty

curity services, canteens and medi-

ment from active professional life by

rosters, and provides the basis for op-

cal facilities.

the company founders Matthias Fan-

erational decisions in the event of

nrich and Martin Finker.

changing personnel resources or ad-

Many additional modules, compo-

ditional transport tasks. The func-

nents, and extensions are also availa-

tions provided support all long,

ble for the software to adapt each in-

medium and short-term planning de-

stallation to meet the requirements

cisions. This includes respecting the

of different sized companies utilising

occasionally highly complex regula-

different means of transport.

tions on compliance with rest and

Besides powerful optimisation so-

driving times. Wage and salary com-

lutions and a number of solutions

ponents beyond basic remuneration,

for information and communication

that is, all additional pay and bo-

on mobile devices or private Inter-

Moveo Software GmbH
Martin Finker
General Manager
m.finker@moveo-software.com

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
20 YEARS OF SUCCESS IN ANALYSIS, CONSULTING, DEVELOPMENT, SUPPORT
++ Supporting operations using various optimisation components
++ Flexible and universally applicable
++ Scales to any company size through numerous components, modules and extensions
++ Individual alignment to different company profiles
++ Ensuring compliance with legal and operational regulations
++ Support of work both on the web and on mobile devices
++ Support during deployment preparation, implementation, training and support during operation

2018
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Product report: Depot and charging management for electric buses

Towards a green future
For many public transport companies, converting to alternative drive
technologies is currently the greatest challenge. Electric vehicles in particular are increasingly finding their way onto the roads. But the acquisition of new fleets alone is not enough. The challenge lies much
more in the necessary development of a new, comprehensive system,
which also includes developing an appropriate infrastructure. Here,
the charging management and range problems of e-vehicles come into
play. They also require depot management systems geared specifically
toward electric mobility. The intelligent expansion of tried and tested
solutions can provide companies with enormous advantages when retrofitting their depots.

An integrated solution combining charging management
and energy supply
Solutions that can react quickly to
disruptions or changes and thereby
avoid earlier bottlenecks, such as long
cycle times or downtime, are particularly important when expanding existing systems. After all, the overriding goal for the future is to always
be able to reliably and automatically
cover the next route with vehicles. PSI

Regarding charging management, the

logistical costs than those for equip-

Transcom, for example, has expanded

alternatives over-night charging and

ping countless stops in the urban area

its depot management system PSItraf-

op-portunity charging are still being

with the required charging technol-

fic with the smart E-DMS charging

discussed. However, more and more

ogy. In light of the expected rapid pro-

management module and the smart-

experts are coming to the consen-

gress in battery technology and ever-

Power module to supply power.

sus that charging at the depot, com-

greater ranges, this is also the more

These are solution modules that can

bined with smart DMS solutions, is

economical variant from a long-term

be used regardless of the charging in-

preferable to opportunity charging.

perspective.

fra-structure and which function with

This means lower construction and

the most homogeneous interfaces pos-

E-BMS und Lademanagement, integriert oder über eine offene Schnittstelle verbunden, sichern den Betrieb.

2018
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sible, automatically controlling the
changing processes.

Cost benefits through intelligent charging and power grids
Energy consumption is determined
by more than the distance travelled.
Driving behaviour, outside temperatures or external factors in the commuter area, for example construction

“

manager

Today, public transport companies face the challenge of consistently
developing these technologies and boldly implementing them to protect the
environment and our finite ener-gy resources. The PSItraffic E-DMS already delivers a practical software system that solves and optimises problems associated with the use of „clean“ fleets.
Sven Jürgens
Devision Manager Depot Management, PSI Transcom GmbH

work and detours, are also relevant influences that must be considered. But
these are exactly the factors that vary

”

during day-to-day operation, thereby

In the medium-voltage grid with

this as the basis for daily energy con-

causing energy consumption to fluc-

a 10kV connection, for example, a

sumption forecasts.

tuate. As a result, the state of charge –

company has a maximum available

and with this, the remaining range of

output of approximately 14 mega-

The outside temperature is another

each vehicle – changes virtually every

watts. This must supply both the op-

important factor influencing energy

second, which has a direct effect on

erations building and the garages.

con-sumption. In extreme situations,

dispatching.

Any remaining power is available

up to 40 percent of battery power

Depot management systems designed

to charge all of the vehicles at the

can be used for heating and cool-

for electromobility must take these in-

depot. In total, this means that si-

ing. For this reason, additional fore-

terdependencies into account.

multaneous vehicle charging is not

casts are recommended that include

The

able to draw more than ten to twelve

which routes, at what expected min-

megawatts.

imum and maximum temperatures,

PSItraffic/DMS

continually

checks which vehicles are most suited

will likely require what amount of en-

to which routes. Here, it is not nec-

ergy over the course of the next day.

time or to charge them to full capac-

smartPower monitors the connected load and integrates it
into the DMS

ity. The optimal placement of vehicles

In this context, the independent

use of existing services and solutions

in the depot – reflecting the existing

smartPower module is recommended

from the energy sector is an alterna-

charging infrastructure – is therefore

for opti-mised control of charging

tive. This makes it possible to opti-

also the task for an E-DMS. The re-

management as it relates to power

mise charging, and with this, how

sult: not every bus at the depot re-

supply. It monitors the delivery rate

electricity is drawn at all times, con-

quires a dedicated charging station.

and integrates it into the DMS or

sidering not only currently availa-

This saves both space and reduces

connects it via an open interface. It

ble electricity network capacities, but

costs for charging infrastructure.

forecasts total energy demand over

also conditions in the energy market

essary to constantly charge all electric vehicles in the depot at the same

For public transport companies, the

the course of the day and develops

(in particular prices). In the future,

The planning of power requirements

a sensible charging strategy. It must

such systems can then also be used

or the comparison with the existing

be noted that energy consumption

to feed-in existing battery capacity

energy supply is the second central as-

is never uniform, for example due

to the grid.

pect that directly influences the plan-

to different battery models or vehi-

ning of operational processes when

cle data. For this reason, the E-DMS

converting a fleet to electric drive.

stores both the unchanging master

As a rule, urban energy networks are

data, such as battery size, as well as

only designed to meet a specific level

vehicle data from daily operation,

of electrical demand.

such as energy consumption, and uses

2018

PSI Transcom GmbH
Florian Scheffler
Project Manager
fscheffler@psi.de
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Product report: Passenger information systems

Between wish and reality
Passenger information systems exist throughout Germany. Depending
on the difficulty of integrating the data, the scale of system coverage
ranges from individual transport networks, to states, to Germany-wide
information systems. The quality of information provided depends on
the available data and on its transmission from the various planning
and monitoring systems using existing interfaces. Besides routine access to current arrival and departure times, passengers increasingly
want real-time information revealing the overall context of disruptions
and unusual incidents. This can only be achieved by modifying existing interface standards.

M

the effects of major events affecting
not only individual journeys but traffic as a whole.

Comparing interfaces: VDV
Standards vs. SIRI SX
Based on train tracking that is exact
down to the minute, AVM systems
have long been able to identify and
resolve conflicts in operations and to
prepare forecasts of the effects on the

odern passenger infor-

tions and on high-level effects and

entire network. Here, schedule reserves

mation

com-

situations. These include, last-min-

and adverse effects on the punctuality

pare schedule and actual

ute route closings, operational dis-

of all trains — as well as on connec-

data, or reference and process data,

ruptions due to extreme weather, or

tion options — are taken into account.

systems

to create dynamic functions. In this
way, information on stop and platform changes or changes to connections, for example, can be transmitted in real-time. Questions such as
these can then be answered: When
will the next trains or buses arrive at
this stop? When are the next departures from this stop?
Achieving this requires access to various services or data transmission
from a typically heterogeneous system landscape. The challenge lies
in an exact referencing of data originating from the different systems
and the development of suitable exchange mechanisms and formats. It
also includes the transmission of the
overall context, such as, in the event
of disruptions, information from the
control systems.
A look at current practice reveals
that customers today expect not only
precise and real-time notifications of
arrivals and departures, but also in-

Customers expect not only arrival and departure times but also information about irregulari-

formation on the causes of disrup-

ties in the operation.
2018
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It automatically detects conflicts and

rent operational situation or symp-

systems will, in addition to providing

impending bottlenecks, providing the

toms – with this usually exclusively

exact arrival and departure times in

basis for the transport company‘s dis-

broken down to the level of individ-

real-time, largely focus on providing

patching decisions.

ual stops. At the European level, this

information on the overall context

To be able to react quickly and com-

deficiency has already been addressed

of disruptions or on transport equip-

prehensively, especially to large-scale

by the SIRI SX standard, which is

ment. This requires modifying exist-

disturbances, control systems offer

used to exchange situational descrip-

ing national standards or an orienta-

sophisticated procedures to deal with

tions. There are key extensions for

tion on the European standard SIRI

the dis-turbance in a speedy and fo-

this, which do not yet have equiv-

SX. To be able to inform passengers

cused manner. This includes dealing

alents in the VDV documentation.

promptly and comprehensively, ex-

with all of the effects across a (pos-

Part 4 describes: CEN/TS 15531-4 de-

isting information must be quickly

sibly) large number of journeys. The

scribes the transmission of informa-

communicated to passengers with

system thus possesses comprehensive

tion on the current status of equip-

minimal additional manual effort –

information on the causes and extent

ment, such as escalators or elevators.

not least because in critical opera-

of the disturbance. Passengers also

Part 5: CEN/TS 15531-5 deals with

tional situations, transport compa-

desire this information on the overall

the transmission of information on

nies have very limited free capacity.

situation so that they can adjust their

the general traffic situation, such as

The more this process can be auto-

travel planning accordingly.

disruptions caused by an event in a

mated, the faster and better passen-

However, the German VDV real-

particular city.

gers can be informed.

time data interfaces are not yet able
to supply situational information.

Outlook

They are limited to continuously pro-

It is expected that the continuing de-

viding and updating data on the cur-

velopment of passenger information

PSI Transcom GmbH
Christian Duisberg
Project Manager
cduisberg@psi.de

Success story: Hagener Straßenbahn AG sets a benchmark for the future with integrated AVMS and DMS

A system that benefits everyone
The municipal transport company Hagener Straßenbahn AG (HST)
has continuously improved both its economic efficiency and passenger satisfaction through a variety of measures. Modern IT systems also
make an important contribution by ensuring smooth operations behind
the scenes and providing dispatchers and passengers with all necessary
information. Solutions from PSI Transcom GmbH make an important
contribution to this. PSI Transcom was tasked as a general contractor
with installing and commissioning an integrated depot management
system (DMS) and Automatic Vehicle Management System (AVMS),
based on the PSItraffic platform and supplemented by a modern sales
and subscription management system, including complex optimised refuelling.

I

company, and to overcome the challenges facing a modern, economical
sound company.
However, over the years, many companies in the industry have evolved
heterogeneous IT system landscapes.
This not only makes maintenance expensive and time-consuming, but also
fails to realise a great deal of potential
efficiency due to the lack of consistency. Hagener Straßenbahn AG
faced a similar situation while using

n the age of Industry 4.0 and

the case for public transport compa-

around 140 of its own vehicles and 25

the Internet of Things, demands

nies. They often stand under particu-

third-party vehicles to deliver more

on IT systems like consistency

lar pressure to meet both the requi-

than 35 million passengers a year

and user-friendliness are immensely

rements of a passenger-friendly, safe

to their destinations in the city of

important. This has also long been

and environmentally sound transport

Hagen and the surrounding area.

2018
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Harmonisation, streamlining,
rejuvenation

solution for refuelling optimisation,

tus that are relevant for them. This

and a sales and subscription manage-

enables fast and reliable vehicle dis-

The starting point for the Hagen

ment system. The additional chal-

patching at the depot and along the

tram operators included an outdated

lenge: It required a well-conceived

route. All vehicles come equipped

depot management system (DMS)

migration concept which included

with an on-board computer to man-

and vehicles that had reached the

the successive transition of the sys-

age ticket sales and to check elec-

end of its eco-nomic life. Addressing

tems in parallel operation and with a

tronic tickets: a modern, easy-to-use

this, together with the desire to in-

minimal impact on daily operations.

ticket printer with touch display.

Drivers, dispatchers and passengers benefit

Today, communications between the

charge PSI Transcom with the installation and commissioning of a com-

To monitor and dispatch vehicles, a

place over the mobile phone sys-

bined DMS and AVMS.

control centre was equipped with dis-

tem instead of using analogue radio.

patcher workstations for the AVMS

Advantages include not only mod-

tegrate both depot and operational
processes along the route, led them to

control centre and the vehicles takes

Presentation of the current operating situation as the basis for
a fast and reliable disposition of the vehicles.

The aim was to standardise and

and the DMS at the Boelerheide

ern push-to-talk technology and re-

streamline operational processes to

depot and along the route. Today, a

duced operating costs due to the

further op-timise vehicle use, im-

central control computer operated

elimination of radio antennas, but

prove service quality and the range

by HST controls and supplies data to

also increased range. This is par-

of services, and intro-duce modern,

the entire system, including all nec-

ticularly useful in outlying network

user-friendly concepts.

essary VDV interfaces.

areas. Drivers can also immediately
document vehicle damage using the

The project also included the intro-

System users are provided customised

so-called fault tree in the on-board

duction of a new radio procedure, a

views of the current operational sta-

computer. Such damage reports then
2018
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“

able in the vehicle file. This includes
average consumption, a risk premium

We wanted a consistent IT infrastructure and consistent data
management of all systems, which avoids redundant processes and automates further processes wherever it makes sense. And, of course, it
was time for a new generation of devices and applications - for our drivers, dispatchers, or sales advisors, as well as for our passengers.
Werner Flockenhaus
Operations Manager Hagener Straßenbahn AG

flow directly into the DMS, where a
garage order is automatically generated that depends on the reported
damage.

”

to compensate for possible fuelling errors, and an additional safety margin
to account for possible, spontaneous
detours, as well as the maximum range
and current remaining range of each
vehicle. This was achieved by measuring actual vehicle fuel consumption
on the various routes, also considering the influence of different weather
conditions in summer and winter. The
calculated fuel consumption of a vehicle not only considers the amount
of fuel and the number of kilometres
driven since the last refuelling. The
previous average consumption of the
vehicle is also considered, along with

Detour management also contributes

a defined weighting. Based on the

to optimised processes in daily oper-

data supplied, the DMS then decides

ations: It contains detour routes that

whether a vehicle must be refuelled or

can be inserted into the planned

can be put back onto the route. The

route for a defined period or on re-

complete refuelling of all vehicles is

curring dates, as required. Drivers re-

accomplished using the refuelling sys-

ceive all the information they need

tem at the Boelerheide depot – while

via their on-board computer. Passen-

maintaining communication with the

gers get information via interior dis-

DMS.

plays and announcements in the ve-

Everyone benefits

hicles and at stops. Interior passenger

Today, HST has a consistent and ro-

displays also provide convenient information about possible connections

Modern scoreboards show bus departure times

bust system – with no interruptions.

at central stops – even across lines.

in real time.

The company is thus ideally equipped

At bus stops, modern displays show

for the future and fulfils the diverse

Optimised refuelling

expecta-tions placed on a modern

To optimise route dispatching and

public transport company. Because

Increased driver safety is achieved

personnel utilisation, HST has also

the fact is: Every-one benefits from

with installed cameras and micro-

decided to integrate a refuelling op-

these user-friendly and well-reasoned

phones. As soon as the driver gets

timisation solution. With the help

solutions – starting with passengers

into a critical situation, he operates

of various algorithms, the remaining

and employees in the various depart-

a concealed panic button. This trig-

ranges of individual vehicles are cal-

ments, up to the municipalities, which

gers an alarm for the dispatcher on

culated and compared with the open

can count on reliable public transport

duty in the control centre. Both the

routes. For this purpose, vehicles

for their citizens.

current vehicle coordinates and live

continuously transmit their mileage

images – with sound – are trans-mit-

to the AVMS, which forwards the

ted to his workstation. This makes it

data to the DMS. In addition, the

possible to act quickly in dangerous

most important information on a ve-

situations.

hicle‘s fuelling strategy is made avail-

bus departure times in real-time.

2018
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Product report: Dürener Kreisbahn powered by new PSI-control technology

Being on-time is the most important thing
Passengers measure transport companies primarily by the on-time record of the journeys they make. If they also find a smoothly-functioning
ticket system, that’s already more than half the battle and the best way
to ensure satisfied customers. The Dürener Kreisbahn GmbH (DKB)
meets the expectations placed on its service bus operations mainly
thanks to new control technology, including a new radio system. This
also forms the basis for developing a modern passenger information system in the medium term.

ted most of the required processes.
As a basis for the AVMS, the entire
vehicle fleet was initially equipped
with modern on-board computers –
including easy-to-use ticket printers
with an interface specially adapted
to meet DKB‘s requirements. These
include the design of the sales and
journey screens, between which the
ticket printer switches automatically

DKB operates a municipal public bus

timately, introducing and installing

during a journey. Electronic tickets

service in the district of Düren and

the system was intended to improve

can also be checked quickly and con-

part of the Rhine-Erft district using

the regularity and reliability of bus

veniently with the devices.

around 65 of its own vehicles and

operations, thereby positively impac-

30 vehicles operated by third par-

ting customer satisfaction and the

PSI handed over the ticketing func-

ties. The route network covers a total

company‘s profitability.

tion as an underlying sales system

distance of about 1500 kilometres.

to a partner company. They faced

An individual solution based
on standard modules

a special challenge: DKB is located

system, satisfactory operation is impossible, both for passengers and in

PSI Transcom won the selection pro-

authorities of Aachen (AVV) and

terms of the company‘s profitability.

cess thanks to an extensive functio-

Rhein Sieg (VRS) – which in some

Without a well-functioning control

exactly between the two transport

nal specification. A major advantage

cases have different fares and route

Those in charge at the DKB also

was the range of functions provi-

calculations. A sophisticated data-

recognised this and decided to in-

ded by the standard version of the

base structure had to be created to

troduce a modern AVMS system,

software, which already implemen-

represent and merge the tariff lines.

including operational radio, for controlling and monitoring bus traffic.
“It was high time to become active
here to noticeably improve the quality and reliability of the route service,“ explains Jacek Kubaczka, Operations Manager at DKB. Vehicles
did have on-board computers – for
example for opening and closing the
doors or for controlling the ticket validators and the destination displays
– but AVMS-relevant functions were
missing, as was an operational radio
system enabling fast and simple communication between the vehicles or
drivers and the control centre. “We
were practically cut off,“ says Jacek
Kubaczka of the initial situation. Ul-

The entire vehicle fleet of the DKB was equipped with modern on-board computers.
2018
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More than 10 million passengers travel year by year on 31 DKB bus routes.

Today, the leading AVMS system

ted directly on the ticket printer.

A solid foundation

tracks the locations of all buses, com-

Another project focus was introdu-

Thanks to the introduction of the

pares them with the plan data, and

cing a reliable radio process based on

new control technology, DKB‘s dis-

provides the dispatcher with a com-

push-to-talk technology. The voice

patchers are now able to make the

plete overview of operational pro-

message is converted into a data

right decisions quickly and to provide

cesses. As part of this, digital maps

stream using UMTS and ultimately

both passengers and drivers with the

and visual representations help you

transmitted to the control station.

latest information. This ensures on-

to make the right decisions quickly,

In this way, communication between

time and safe operation – even in the

especially in the event of distur-

the control centre and the drivers is

event of disruptions. The company

bances or predicted trends. Dispat-

always guaranteed, even in the less

also already possesses all of the requi-

ching functions include, in addition

well-served outlying areas of the net-

red prerequisites for setting up a com-

to standard functions, call forwar-

work. This is especially important to

pany-wide, dynamic passenger infor-

ding management and ensuring in-

drivers or dispatchers in the event of

mation system – another aspect that

ternal connections. At DKB, this

road closures and accidents.

will further increase customer satis-

has been automated based on a defi-

Controlling traffic signals is also es-

faction.

ned threshold value. If this is excee-

sential for faster travel and improved

ded, the dispatcher can decide on a

bus on-time performance. Here, the

case-by-case basis whether a vehicle

vehicles send telegrams at defined

should start a journey or wait for a

points to appropriately equipped traf-

feeder vehicle.

fic lights, which then extend the traf-

Information on changes to the plan-

fic light phase for the approaching

ned route, for example, cancelling or

bus. This effectively accelerates bus

adding one or more trips, is highligh-

traffic in the city of Düren.

2018
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Events: Software for buses, trains, rail network, charging management and maintenance

PSI demonstrates software for the future mobility
Visit us. We will be there for you!

Hall 2.1
Booth 306
PSI Transcom GmbH, together with its subsidiary Moveo,
will be presenting solutions for operative bus and rail operations as well as for vehicle maintenance at the InnoTrans in
Berlin (Hall 2.1, Stand 306) from 18 to 21 September 2018.
Highlights will be the controlled electromobility from energy providers to buses and trains, autonomous driving as
well as the efficient disposition of personnel and resources.

Depot Management

Train Management
ATO/CBTC

Personnel Planning,
Dispatching and Billing

Charging Management for
E-buses based on AI

Mobile control of
Railway Network

Service and
Maintenance
2018
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Tickets and Appointments
www.psitranscom.de/innotrans
innotrans@psi.de
+49 30 2801-1610
Depot management supports
zero emission migration

Planning, disposition and
invoicing

With the increasing migration of cur-

The scalable software solution moveo

rent (diesel) fleets to vehicles with al-

profahr for operational personnel dis-

ternative drives such as electro, hydro-

position ensures compliance with

gen or hybrid, the Depot Management

legal and company regulations and

System (DMS) reliably supports trans-

offers optimisation components for

portation companies in the extensive

service and holiday assignments. Ap-

conversions and adjustments of the

plications for web and mobile devices

operational processes.

are offered for communication with
employees.

AI and charging and integrated
load management for E-Buses
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PSI‘s charging and load management

Service- and
Maintenance Management

monitors and controls the energy sup-

The PSIpenta service management

Ruksaldruck GmbH & Co. KG

ply from the grid connection of the

module for supporting service and

depot to the charging station. Based

maintenance processes makes it pos-

on PSI‘s own AI solution Deep Qua-

sible to maintain and repair both a

licision, it is possible to make relia-

company’s own machines and systems

ble predictions about the range of the

as well as those used at the customers.

buses and the energy requirements of
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nificantly support the processes in the

Mobile switching support and
controlling of traction current
networks

company.

In the workforce management system
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